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Pipe welding positions chart pdf maker free printable templates
Types of welding machines and prices. Types of pipeline welding. Types of pipe and their uses. Types of welding joints with diagram.
This way, less current can make the same weld in one pass. MIG Welding Settings Chart – Wire Speed & Voltage MIG Settings Chart based on Wire Selection – Get the full-size printable PDF here. These are only guidelines. One of those details is setting the right parameters on your new MIG welder for the job at hand. But leave a door open, and a
draft may blow the gas away at that rate, so you need to go to 35 CFM, for example. It’s checked by inspecting the bead for deficiencies. Three things to remember about joint prep: Clean joint, clean bead Settings for dirty metal don’t apply to clean metal Less oil or paint to catch fire means less to think about MIG Welding Settings for Mild Steel
Now… let’s make some settings… For simplicity’s sake, I’m going to stick with settings for mild steel for the most part because it’s by far the most-welded metal on the planet. 3. I’ll mention aluminum or other materials whenever they’re relevant. These settings also determine the transfer type for metal deposition. There are many MIG setting charts
available from manufacturers that all vary. Second, manufacturers indulge in a little bit of magic to get these numbers to advertise performance. You can use the trial period to explore the template libraries and determine if they are extensive enough to fit your needs. Watch your weld puddle and inspect your beads. Free trials offer a no-commitment,
behind-the-scenes look at the functionality of the program, while customer reviews on websites like Capterra or G2 compile honest feedback from actual customers. Capterra reviews note that the software is easy to get started with and intuitive for complex designs. These choices are heavily influenced by material composition and thickness.
Traveling too fast: Moving too fast with your arc hand yields a narrow, convex bead, inadequate tie-in at the ends, poor penetration, and inconsistent bead. There is also a free version, but features and benefits are limited. 3/8-inch thickness is 0.375 (3 x 0.125), so do you really need 375 amps for this? Higher concentrations of helium or argon make
for a hotter arc. Piping design software is integral to the development of draft plans and drawings for process plants, commercial buildings, residential buildings, utilities and other types of facilities. However, if there’s too much gas pressure at the weld, you can draw oxygen into the arc plasma and contaminate the bead, causing porosity. Features of
CADWorx Plant Professional: Specification-driven design tools Model/P&ID synchronization Isogen® auto-isometrics Detailed bill of materials Equipment modeling Piping specifications in metric and imperial formats Auto-routing to create quick 3D piping models Runs on AutoCAD® or BricsCAD® platform and includes BricsCAD® Platinum
EdrawMax EdrawMax features an easy to use drag-and-drop interface and 40 symbol libraries with over 2,000 vector symbols for everything from machinery to valves. How is that possible? First, these numbers are estimates. You just have to pay attention… Normal bead: Good penetration into the base, flat profile, appropriate width, and ties in well
at the ends. Voltage fine-tuning is a trial and error process. However, even if you’re an established professional, you may prefer a program that’s easy to navigate. 5. Features include: Built-in AUTOCAD® OEM User-friendly interfaces BOM generation Drawing files saved in DWG file formats Print or create PDFs of your drawings Behind-the-scenes
error checking for compliance with customer standards and project pipe specs IronCAD IronCAD is a 2D and 3D program that allows users to manage the entire design process from concept to production. You can make plans for how you approach your project concerning clamping, angle of approach, cooling, dealing with your welder’s duty cycle,
and other practical solutions. According to their website, M4 PLANT “provides the basis for rule-based quotation creation, integrated design, technical presentation, detailed design and documentation of your projects.” Pricing starts at around $250 a month for a 12-month, single-user license of M4 PLANT, but they offer a free, 30-day trial to give you
a glimpse at the software before making an investment. 6. That means some people don’t get a few of the fine details welders learn about in school. Features include: Extensive library of vector-based, customizable symbols Export formats including PDF, Word, HTML, Visio, PPT, PNG and more Free technical support PROCAD Plant Design Suite Plant
Design Suite features all of PROCAD’s 3D modeling and 2D drafting applications, including 3DSMART, P&ID, ORTHO, ISOMETRIC and ELECTRIC. Once it’s set at a given level, voltage won’t deviate much. nice-to-haves. The best thing about this software suite is that users with minimal CAD skills can easily create detailed drawings using the userfriendly interfaces. In other words, trial and error. Gas is metered in cubic feet per minute (CFM), and drafts, breezes, or cylinder temperatures affect the results. Symbols Library Piping design software will come equipped with symbol libraries to make your designs clear, consistent and comprehensive. However, each program will be different, so
it’s important to know your priorities. Make sure your bottle of shielding gas is full, and the hookups are clean and tight. Onboard digital menus and input variables like material type and thickness, will set the MIG welder up automatically. Although your welder may have a nice selection of adjustments, it’s important to understand that most of them
are for fine-tuning. It will tell you what it needs. You may need to dial them in, depending on your setup. You set the amperage according to the thickness of the metal. With so many options available, we’ve compiled a list of the best piping design software, including paid and free options and the key features to consider before you get started.
IronCAD offers a free trial and discounts for students and instructors. 2D and 3D design tools Collaboration tools Animation and simulation Parametric or direct modeling Data importing and exporting Unified design environment Catalogs for features, parts and assembly data Lucidchart Designed for piping designers and electrical, mechanical and
process engineers, Lucidchart is trusted by over 15 million users across 180 countries. 6 Key Features of Pipe Design Software Pipe design software typically comes with some, if not all, of the following features. Templates Templates are useful for creating quick drawings and diagrams. Some options on the market offer 24/7 live support, while others
limit support requests to email only or business hours only. There is a free download available, but template and symbol options will be limited. 1. Some welding machines claim to weld 3/8-inch steel with only 170-200 amps. You are probably here for this reason, so I’ll explain the main MIG settings and how they should be adjusted. It matters a great
deal what material you’re welding. For 1/8-inch mild steel, which is 0.125-inch thick, 125 amps would be a good place to start. Features include: 900+ diagram templates Real-time collaboration Integrations with G Suite, Microsoft Office, Slack, Salesforce, Jira and more ASHRAE and ANSI symbol and shape libraries SmartDraw SmartDraw is a fast
and easy to use piping and instrumentation design software. What The Weld Bead Tells You About Your MIG Settings The appearance of your weld bead will let you know if you need to adjust your settings Another way to check your MIG settings is to inspect the weld bead. You can also check out Visual Paradigm’s free P&ID software, but this option
will also be limited in terms of how complex your drawings can be. 0.023 – 30-130 amps 0.030 – 40-145 amps 0.035 – 50-180 amps 0.045 – 75-250 amps Equipment Considerations Quality welding equipment makes things easier. Both 2D and 3D designs will get the job done, but many professionals prefer the look and feel of 3D. If the arc burns back
up inside the tip, you have one of two situations: Too much voltage for the WFS setting Foo little WFS for the voltage setting.” There’s one more critical factor to your wire feed speed: The distance the electrode wire protrudes from the contact tip of the MIG gun. Gas Type and Rate The flow rate, volume, and type of shielding gas determine transfer
type when combined with voltage and wire speed. This is simply a place to start. Welding is a custom craft, and it depends on a lot of variables. The extent of the available symbols will vary from tool to tool, but you can expect to see the basics — ball valves, hoses, connectors, compressors, etc. Higher feed rates allow better contact between the wire
and weld puddle. The software offers efficient workflows and 3D models can be saved in a single file, no matter how complex they may be. It’s measured in inches per minute (IPM). Check out our MIG Welders Guide for information about some of these machines. Which MIG Settings Matter Most? — in the majority of piping design software programs.
I’ve included a chart below to help you select your voltage by inspecting the bead. What’s Your Material? There’s no generic assortment of settings that always applies. Voltage Level The MIG power source is a Constant Voltage system. No shielding gas: A lack of shielding gas causes porosity and pinholes in the bead. Some MIG welders automate
most of the settings process which makes it easier to set up. Preparation metal work includes: cleaning de-scaling grinding degreasing clamping Settings don’t create good welds; they just make good welds possible. They bevel the edges of the joint to get the thickness down. But only if you do the rest. If the feed rate is low, the weld area can run too
cool for good penetration. Notice that these sizes overlap through each current range. Shielding Gas and Electrode Wire For good results, it’s necessary to use the right shielding gas and electrode. Tools with 3D modeling capabilities may have a higher cost, but you’ll have the benefit of creating more detailed diagrams. Ease of Use Many piping
design programs are designed to be very intuitive; if you can navigate a Microsoft Word document, you can easily use the tools. Annual plans start at $99 a year. Some wire and gas combinations commonly seen with MIG welding are: Mild/carbon steel – ER70s wire and 75/25 percent ratio of Argon to CO2 Stainless – ER308L wire and 98 percent
Argon with 2 percent CO2 Aluminum – ER4043 wire and 100% Argon shielding You choose your wire size by the amperage setting, which in turn depends on material thickness. The wire you choose, the shielding gas, and the machine settings all depend on the material. Mild steel, aluminum, and stainless or nickel alloys are the most used metals
with the MIG process. Support Technical and customer support are crucial for any type of software program. The 7 Best Piping Design Software Programs for 2022 M4 PLANT M4 PLANT is a 3D pipework design software that supports P&ID creation and the automated production of piping isometrics for plants and factories. They only put you in the
ballpark. The characteristics of mild steel are very different from those of aluminum. 2. You’ve involved yourself in a craft. Here’s a look at the free trial options that are available for the software on our list: IronCAD: Free trial (timeframe n/a) Lucidchart: 7-day free trial SmartDraw: 7-day free trial PROCAD Plant Design Suite: 15-day free trial M4
PLANT: 30-day free trial The growing DIY movement means a lot more people are welding now. Wire Feed Speed Wire feed speed (WFS) affects your heat level. 4. This is another reason why free trials are so valuable. Always test your settings on a scrap piece of metal. Amps set too low: Narrow, possibly convex bead with poor tie-in at the ends. Many
programs integrate with commonly used business tools like Slack, Jira, Salesforce, Microsoft Office and others. Before you can even start, you have to choose the right process and take care of the mechanical and technical setup. Form the habit of frequently checking your ESO distance. Pricing per user, per month starts at $9.95 Features of
SmartDraw include: 4,500+ templates and 34,000+ symbols Powerful intelligent formatting Integration with Microsoft Office, Google Workspace, Confluence and Jira Save and open diagrams from Dropbox, Google Drive, Box and OneDrive Visio importing and exporting Free Piping Design Software Options As mentioned above, Lucidchart and
EdrawMax offer limited free versions of their piping design software. The rest of your craft is up to you. A one-year license starts at $1,120. The whole point of shielding gas is to shield the arc and weld puddle from oxygen. Three basic settings define the rest. SmartDraw offers a 7-day free trial that’s accessible right from your browser. Aluminum
doesn’t melt at the same temperature as mild steel and neither conducts electricity or holds heat to the same degree as stainless steel or titanium. Lucidchart offers a 7-day free trial, after which pricing starts at $7.95 per month, per user. Therefore, you have to know how thick your metal is. To gauge the usability of a program, sign up for free trials
and read online reviews. M4 PLANT features include: 2D and 3D design environments P&ID design Piping isometrics generation 3D walkthroughs Steelwork design Cable and cable tray layout Detailed parts lists Variable-speed and specification gearboxes CADWorx Plant Professional As part of an AutoCAD® and BricsCAD®-based software series,
CADWorx Plant Professional is an intuitive pipe design software that enables users to create intelligent and realistic 3D models. Different materials have different characteristics related to heat and electricity. You need to maintain a consistent distance above the work while welding, or you can’t get consistent results from your settings. The nature of
pressurized gas flow means experimenting and analyzing. Like symbols and graphics, free versions of piping design software will offer a smaller library of templates. These ready-made symbols make it quick and easy to create piping diagrams, and the program also offers pre-designed templates that can be easily modified. The program includes a
broad collection of mechanical engineering symbols and industrial templates for piping, instrumentation, HVAC, welding, ducts and more. Voltage determines arc length as well as the height and width of the bead. These basic settings are: Voltage level Wire feed speed (WFS) Shielding gas type and rate You want to create the right heat conditions at
the weld to run a smooth arc, eliminate spatter and maximize penetration. This distance is called Electrode Stickout (ESO), and it’s a limiting factor. I think that’s great, but there is one drawback… There are a lot of people out there with welding machines who don’t have formal training. By its very nature, handcrafting isn’t scientific. Here are the
most-used wire sizes in MIG welding. Read more about MIG transfer types here. Some programs also allow you to draw your own symbols. Now You Know It may be a disappointment to some, finding out there’s no quick, easy answer to the questions you’re grappling with. Long, skinny arc, bad penetration, and weld puddle turbulence. Voltage level
and feed rate need to be balanced against each other. If the sparks are flying all over and you have spatter the size of the welding wire or larger, you have one of two situations: Too much WFS for the voltage setting Too little voltage for the WFS setting. Customer reviews on Capterra make note of the software’s minimal learning curve, easy
functionality and helpful tech support. Traveling too slow: Going too slowly adds too much heat giving a bead that’s too wide and poor penetration. CADWorx Plant Professional doesn’t offer a free version, but free demos are available. You’ll still need to load the right wire and gas, but some of the tricky settings are handled for you. PROCAD offers a
15-day free trial of Plant Design Suite. This will allow you to change the size and color of the symbols. Amps too high: Poor arc starts, excessively wide bead, burn-through, a lot of spatter, and poor penetration. Collaboration Tools If you need the ability to easily share diagrams and drawings, look for software that offers collaboration. No matter your
budget, signing up for free trials is a great way to explore your options and determine the features that are must-haves vs. 2D/3D Capabilities What level of detail do you need from your diagrams? This gives you some choice about what works best for your welder and your technique. A general rule of thumb is you need 1 amp of power for every 0.001
inches of steel. We recommend downloading the free version to get a feel for the program before you commit to a plan. Reviews for CADWorx on G2 highlight the software’s ease of use for beginners, impressive graphics and automation tools. Arc too long: Caused by too much voltage. Maybe when things are still, 5 CFM is enough to shield the weld
properly. Now let’s get that machine set up properly… Before Setting Your MIG Controls There’s more to this than grabbing your MIG machine and twisting the dials. Your MIG settings, like those of any welding process, depend heavily on the job you’re approaching. Know the thickness of the metal so you know if your welder has the power to get
the job done, you can choose the right electrode wire and the proper shielding gas. Prepare Your Workpiece To get great welding results that are repeatable your metal needs to ready to work on. When it comes to welding, it’s the nature of the game, I’m afraid. Take this information and these charts not as gospel nor as science. Increasing the
current level and creating too much heat results in spattering. For complete control over your designs, look for symbols that are in vector format. So, how many amps does it take to weld 3/8 steel? These are often the best choice for students, instructors and beginners. Here’s a settings chart I put together that is a general guide to get you started –
remember this is just a guide. It’s a challenge, and most times, the only reward is quiet victory over your latest bad habit. For instance, to weld aluminum with a MIG welder, installing a spool gun for trouble-free wire feeding is better. Stainless needs 10-15 percent less current, and aluminum needs around 25 percent more. They are the main metal
found around the home and in cars.
For information on South Africa's response to COVID-19 please visit the COVID-19 Corona Virus South African Resource Portal. For any academic help you need, feel free to talk to our team for assistance and you will never regret your decision to work with us. We are reliable and established. You can entrust all your academic work to course help
online for original and high quality papers submitted on time. We have worked with thousands of students from all over the world. Learn everything an expat should know about managing finances in Germany, including bank accounts, paying taxes, getting insurance and investing. First off, LastPass is a truly free password manager. There is a
premium option – it costs $2 a month – but the features it offers are not essential. They include password sharing, advanced multi-factor options, and application support. Everything that matters, though, is available via LastPass’ free build.
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